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Attackers use stolen credentials to bypass network firewalls 

E.g., username/password, private key, access token

Confidential documents 

Critical services  
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Detection timeliness Preemption timeliness

The first event The user is identified
as malicious
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Target system Monitors
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Collect user profile

Correlate events

Compute metrics

Associate events and 
metrics with state
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Event: login

Metric: failed password 3 times

Attack state:  prepare compromise

User state: suspicious

Profile: using a remote location host

Event tagging (labeling)

Probabilistic Model Conclusion
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  151 security incidents in a six-year period are studied (2008-2013). 

  Attackers enter the target system with known credentials (about 20% of them). 

  Detection often happens after attack payloads have been executed.

Problem 

	 Detecting compromised users in advance: given an event sequence of a 
user, identify the state of the user and the attack.

Assumptions 

	 A monitoring system captures a target system operation. 

	 The attacker does not contaminate monitors.

Dataset 

	 Format: written incident report, syslog, Bro log, netflows. 

	 Statistics: 

	 	 24 over 151 incidents are credential stealing incidents, ~ 13,700 events per 
incident.  

	 	 5027 users, 32 compromised users, ~ 65 events per user. 

	 Ground truth: NCSA provides ground truth of compromised users. 

Evaluation metrics 
  	 Detection timeliness: the time interval from the first observed event of a user to 
the time where the user is identified as malicious. 

	 Preemption timeliness: the time interval from the time where the user is 
identified as malicious to the last observed event.

Challenges 

	 Interpreting semantics of events 

	 Understanding user intention and attack progress 

	 Incorporating security metrics and prior knowledge

Approach 

Using probabilistic graphical model to capture relationships between observed 
events and the user/attack state.
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A probability based framework to identify user intentions and 
progress of ongoing attacks. 

Experiments are performed using 24 real security incidents 
dataset happened during the past 6 years at NCSA 

Experimental results show that attacks can be prevented from 
minutes to tens of hours before attack payloads are executed 
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Workflow of the preemptive intrusion detection system. Events collected from monitors are 
examined to identify user state and attack state. 

Probabilistic model that captures relationships between 
user, event, metrics, and states. 

Detection timeliness experimented with 24 incidents Preemption timeliness experimented with 24 incidents 
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The joint distribution

Estimating hidden states
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